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Regierungsforschung.de

Call for Contributions
„The 2014 European Elections“
In less than 70 days – between the 22nd and the 25th of May 2014 – the elections for the 8th European Parliament will take place. More than 400 million people in Europe can cast their vote for a
new European Parliament. Despite being one of the biggest democratic exercises in the world,
the European Elections still cannot match the scientific attention that elections on a national
level attract regularly. The political science online journal regierungsforschung.de therefore
kindly asks for contributions with a focus on the 2014 European Elections and related topics.
We offer: A platform for your scientific publication that is both quick and uncomplicated
Regierungsforschung.de is the online magazine of the NRW School of Governance at the University of Duisburg-Essen (Germany). Established in 2010, regierungsforschung.de has hitherto
published around 260 Papers attracting an audience of more than 10.000 visitors a month.
Regierungsforschung.de offers a quick and uncomplicated way for your publication. Especially
during election campaigns the right timing for publication can be a crucial factor for the overall
reception of your analysis. Regierungsforschung.de provides you with just the right format: In
the summer of 2013 around 50 papers dealing with the German federal elections were published – even before the election had taken place. What we offer is in-depth-analysis combined
with quick publication formats and excellent accessibility.
We want: Your Research Paper
We are currently planning a special issue on the 2014 European Elections. Regierungsforschung.de depends on your willingness to share your research results with a broader community. We offer you a thorough review of your paper and provide you with the opportunity to
publish your article on a highly frequented website. Our call for contributions is particularly
addressed to junior researchers PhD candidates as well as undergraduate students. In terms of
content we are generally looking for analyses concerning the wider area of European Union
Studies. Furthermore, we are highly interested in various analytical perspectives onto the European Elections 2014 from areas such as electoral-, comparative-, party-, policy- and communications-research. Possible topics could be:


Aspects and reform of the European electoral and political system;



Aspects of European Integration;



Research concerning party programmes, campaigning and party organization on a European level;



Analysis concerning EU policy proposals or case-studies of EU policies that have shaped
the past legislative term;
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An open focus combined with a wide range of possible formats
Along with the diversity of research that we aim to cover with our focus on the 2014 European
Elections we also want to enable authors to publish their results in a multitude of formats. Blogposts and research essays are just as welcome as more extensive (working-) papers. We’ll happily assist you in finding the right format to publish your research results. We look forward to
receiving your manuscripts – in English or German language – from now on up until the 1st of
August 2014. You can address your papers to:

 redaktion@regierungsforschung.de
For further inquiries contact Matthias Bianchi, M.A., (matthias.bianchi@uni-due.de)
Tel. +49 (0) 203 / 379 - 4106
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